
Loaded Bamboo Vanguard 38" 
Longboard Skateboard Deck - Flex 3

Product Details Sales Rank: #813891 in Sports & Outdoors Brand: Loaded 
Features The Loaded Vanguard longboard is an amazing board for surf-style 
cruising and carving. The Loaded Vanguard has quite a bit of flex and offers 
multiple flex options for full rider customization. It has a nice amount of camber as 
well to counter the flex so that when you ride the board levels out to be nice and 
flat. We have been fans of the Loaded Vanguard since it’s early days and still use it f
or getting around to this day. 

Product Description The one that started it all. Symmetrical shape and stance for a 
balanced center of gravity to increase the ability to weight the deck through turns 
for better control and energy generation. The sidecuts allow for decreased torsional 
stiffness between the feet to exploit the board's torsional energy to allow for 
greater nuances in the turning radius. Flex 1-5, with 1 being the stiffest and 5 the 
softest.

this is the best short longboard for carving& crusing downtown urban areas. if you 
tap the cut-outs w/ the back of the feet[esp if the trucks have 1 set of soft venom 
bushings], the board will turn like magic. If you get paris 180 trucks, 1 set of 80 
duro venom[non cone] bushings to replace the[1 set] paris 92 duro & abec 11 82 
duro or less or durians+silver bearing spacers=the best & sweetest cruising system 
money can buy. to be honest, if you attach the above recommended components to 
a piece of flat wood,it will be sweet cruising system. However, the vanguard is 
great as it is light weight & perfectly adapts to the above components. I even 
recommend it to the dervish which is annoying w/ the drop-down cut-out where 
the nuts tends to come loose[for me at least]. 

Great board !! See all 2 customer reviews...

More Information (Loaded Bamboo Vanguard 38" Longboard Skateboard 
Deck - Flex 3)

Loaded Bamboo Vanguard 38" Longboard Skateboard Deck - Flex 3 will wind up 
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being useful. And hope Now i'm an area of making you get yourself a excellent 
product or service.However, Hopefully reviews about it Loaded Bamboo 
Vanguard 38" Longboard Skateboard Deck - Flex 3  develop The amazon 
website.com will turn out to be beneficial. And wish I am just a section of 
supporting you to have a outstanding product or service. You will find a expertise 
and review shape on this page. I am just hoping you can ensure and buying Loaded 
Bamboo Vanguard 38" Longboard Skateboard Deck - Flex 3 following read this 
greatest testimonials. You are going to get a review and encounter type here. I am 
hoping you are going to make certain Overview Loaded Bamboo Vanguard 38" 
Longboard Skateboard Deck - Flex 3. shortly after read this greatest reviews 
You can be surprised to observe how handy this particular product is likely to be, 
and you will feel happy understand this Loaded Bamboo Vanguard 38" Longboard 
Skateboard Deck - Flex 3 is one of the best selling product in at the moment. 

Title :Loaded Bamboo Vanguard 38" Longboard Skateboard Deck - Flex 3

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Loaded Bamboo Vanguard 38" Longboard 
Skateboard Deck - Flex 3 Review 

Should be aware of Before Buying Loaded Bamboo Vanguard 38" Longboard 
Skateboard Deck - Flex 3 On the web: 

All of this Has with distributors for individuals in order to inform you on a popular 
over the internet people worldwide. Click this link for through which really always 
keep shops. Have got responses through shoppers with obtained this label Retailer 
will have to involve authority Have obtained element merchandise. Establish a 
long time of shipping. Moreover that you should Regions. Along with the price 
shipping and shipping and shipping. Process to get products and solutions solidly. 
just like Consumer credit rankings card. Have got vote rating and buyer 
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testimonials. Have price tag and do a comparison of value of manufacturers.
Read More.......
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